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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Today’s reading for fun and enjoyment…

Follow the link below for an interesting article about 

space!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/55453308

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/55453308


Friday 8th January 2021

Spellings

Handwriting (B2-U21)
ing

The king is singing.

Write some sentences using the spelling words!

Let’s wake up your hands!

6 probably
7 knowledge
8 knowledgeable
9 words
10 mention

1 surprise
2 woman
3 accidentally
4 actually
5 occasionally



Punctuation Ladder
Can you write your own sentences that use commas in a list 
correctly? Try to include one of these words in each 
sentence.

bread

football

flour

Wednesday

history



Guided Reading – AF5 (choice of language)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wo
DeTGGzFeU

• Listen to chapter 19 following the link 
above

• Answer the questions on the next slide

• If you normally do phonics, do this now 
using the link I have sent separately on 
seesaw.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=woDeTGGzFeU




Maths





English



• Watch this video to remind you about setting.

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zdfytrd

• Read the setting description on the next page. Write a list 
of your favourite words (words you think are impressive)

• Choose your 5 favourite words and write each of them in a 
descriptive sentence

English - Settings

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zdfytrd


Read this example of a setting:

• The enormous trees loomed over the mossy green floor and 
stared down at the creatures below. Thin slivers of sunlight 
shone between the thick, dense leaves and created 
spotlights on the beautiful flowers underneath. There was a 
hum of noise: bees buzzing, monkeys howling, leaves rustling 
and birds calling. The air was thick with heat. Suddenly, the 
sky erupted and a downpour of water hit the treetops 
making a rumbling sound. The colours were incredible! Bright 
blue bugs, glorious green plants and stunning pinks, yellows 
and oranges from the unique flowers ran through the vast 
space.



Roman Setting

• You are going to be writing a setting from the Roman times. 
This might be from a Roman house/villa, the forum, Roman 
baths.

• On a piece of paper I want you to draw your setting.

• Around your picture I want you to write some brilliant 
adjectives and descriptions.

• You might use your senses to help you.



Roman Setting

• It is now time to have a go at writing your setting description.

Your setting description must include:
• what can be seen
• what can be heard
• what can be felt
• impressive words from your drawing

• Aim to write at least six sentences. 
• Reread the example setting description to give you some ideas.



Mile Track 

Home Learning Task ~ 10 minutes physical activity 



Outdoor Learning



Science



Science
We are starting our new topic – states of matter

You will be learning about:
• About the three states of matter
• How materials change from one state to another
• About the water cycle

Read through the points to ponder on the next page. Can you 
answer any of them?





Science

Write down these subheadings and answer them.

What I already know about states of matter

What I would like to know about states of matter



Can you sort these materials into two groups?

water

Vegetable oil

honey

Golden syrup

Washing up 
detergent

metal

wood glass

plastic

stone



Can you sort these materials into two groups?

water

Vegetable oil

honey

Golden syrup

Washing up 
detergent

metal

wood

glass

plastic

stone

LiquidsSolids



https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkg
g87h/articles/zsgwwxs

Have an explore on this website. 

There is a video, some reading to help you 
answer the questions and even a game!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkgg87h/articles/zsgwwxs


Can you list the properties:

Properties of a solid

Properties of a liquid

Differences

Properties 
means the 

way a 
material feels 
or behaves



Discussion question:
- What is the volume of a liquid?

You will need:
- A measuring jug
- 3 different shaped containers
- A pen



Measure the same amount of liquid into 
each container (100ml)

Draw a line to show the water level

Sort the containers into how big the size 
of the base of the jar is.

What do you notice about the size of the 
base of the jar compared to the water 
line?



Hopefully you have spotted that the bigger 
the base of the container, the lower the 
line of water!

Although liquids change shape when they 
are poured into different containers, the 
volume of the water stays the same (there 
will always be 100ml)



Complete the table



Can you think of any materials that are not a 
solid or a liquid?



Hopefully you might have thought about air!
Air is a gas.

What are the properties of gases?

What is different about the properties of gas 
compared to the properties of solids and 
liquids?



The properties of gas are:

• They will spread out to take up all the space 
available so 

• They don’t have a fixed volume (you can breathe air 
if you are on the ceiling even if some of the air is 
taken out of the room)

• They can be poured
• You can walk through them.



Compression Compression 
means to be 

squished

Discussion questions:
• Find a solid object (a wooden brick)
• Try and compress it
• Did it work?

• Do you think liquid can be compressed?

• Do you think gas can be compressed?

• Answers on the next slide!



• Solids and liquids cannot be compressed.

• Gases can be compressed.



Changing state

• Is it possible for a material to be many 
different states?

• Can you think of an example?

• How/why does it change?



Hopefully you thought about water!

Water is a liquid, when it is frozen it 
becomes ice which is a solid and when 
water is heated it becomes a gas.


